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Abstract 
If, for every member a of a subset A of elements of an abelian group G, there is an automorphism 
8, of G such that A + a = B,(A), then A is called a near-subgroup of G. If OE A and the order of G is 
odd, then A is a subgroup of G; otherwise A is not necessarily a coset. However, we show that for 
a cyclic group of a squarefree order any near-subgroup is a coset. A graph-theoretical motivation is 
emphasized. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be an abelian group and let H be a subgroup of G. If h is an element of H then 
there exists an automorphism 8 of G such that H + h = 8(H), since H + h = H and 13 can 
be taken to be the identity. This relation can also hold for H a coset of G. For instance, 
let the order of G be odd, then for a coset C it is enough to take O(c) = c + c. This leads 
to the following definition. 
Definition 1.1. Let G be an abelian group and let A be a subset of elements of G. Then 
A is called a near-subgroup (NSG) of G if for each acA there is an automorphism 0 of 
G, depending on a, such that A + a = 8(A). 
The question of characterizing all NSG of a given group arises in some combin- 
atorial problems. 
The one which motivated our interest is the description of switchings of a graph 
which are isomorphisms. A switching [l] is defined as follows: 
Consider a subset X of the vertex set I’, 1 VI = n, of a labelled graph F. The switching 
Fx of F at X is the graph obtained from F by replacement of the edges between X and 
V\X by the nonedges. 
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Consider the family B(F)= {X: Fx 2: F}. Then the set C(F) of characteristic vectors 
of B(F) considered as elements of Z; is an NSG. To see it, define a matrix M(F) whose 
rows are the vectors of C(F), thus 
It can easily be shown that 
(i) M(F,)=M(F)+ , 
x 
(ii) PM(F)Q=M(F)+ . , II x 
where 2 is any fixed row of M(F) and P, Q are permutation matrices. Hence, C(F) is an 
NSG in Zz since Q is an automorphism of Zz. 
We are far from giving the desired characterization in the general case. Our results 
are formulated in Theorems 1.2-1.4. 
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a group of odd order and let A be an NSG in G. Zf OEA then A is 
a subgroup of G. 
Proof. Note that XEA implies that 0=g,(O)~x+A, i.e. that -xEA. Thus, for a, beA 
andxEAsuchthatB,(x)=a+b,wehave -a-b=0(-x)=a+zforsomezEA.Thatis, 
if a,bEA, then 2a+bEA. Reapplying this we get 2a+(2a+b)=4a+bEA, 6a+bEA, 
and finally, a+b=((jG1+1)/2)(2a)+bEA. 0 
Theorem 1.3. In Z,, p a prime, the cardinality of any NSG is either 1 or p. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, we can assume that O#A. Since Aut(Z,) is the multiplicative 
group Z:, A c Z, is an NSG if and only if, for each aEA, there is t,EZP- (0) such that 
a+A=t,A. Put IAJ=n and suppose that n#p or 1. Let T={&: aEA}, S=CnsA a, 
z = n/S, and denote the multiplicative order of t, in Z, by o(t,). Also, for a, bEA, let 
and denote the typical element of B,(b) by bi. 
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We will need the following three claims: 
(1) t,=za+l, S#O and (TI=IAI=n. 
(2) B,(b) c A for a, &A. 
(3) Let a,b~A. If b=z-l, then IB,(b)l= 1; otherwise, lB,(b)l=a(t,). 
For(l)observethatt,S=~t,~~=~(~+~~)=~~+S.Butt,#l,soS=~~/(t,-l)#O. 
Hence, t,=ra+l and so tafti, for u,beA with ufb. 
To demonstrate (2) note that then t,b = c +a for some CGA and so t,b -LIEA. 
Reapplying this we have 
b(t.)z-u+=t&,b-u)-uEA 
n 
and, etc. 
For (3) we have that bi=bj means that ((t,)j-‘- l)(t,- l)b=((t,)j-‘- 1)a and hence 
that either i =j mod (o(Q) or a = b(t, - 1). By (l), the latter means that b = z- ’ and one 
easily see that B,(b)=(b) in this case. 
Now, from a construction of B,(b) it follows that for a fixed UEA, {B,(b): bEA} 
partitions of A. Indeed, for any bEA, the set B,(b) is just a cyclic sequence 
bi+ 1 = tabi -U of length cr(t,) or one. Hence for any bi~B,(b), B,(bi) = B,(b). From this 
and (3) we immediately have that a(t,) ( n if z- ’ $A, and o(t.) I (n - 1) otherwise. If 
a(t,) I n then, by 1 TI = n, it follows that T consists of all nth roots of unity, and so for 
some a we have t, = 1, which is impossible. Finally, if a(&) I (n - 1) then the number of 
such t, is at most n- 1, contradicting I TI =n. 0 
Theorem 1.4. In a cyclic group of squarefree order any NSG is a coset. 
Proof. Let A c Z,, m squarefree, be an NSG. Let p (m be a prime. Consider 
a homomorphism h : Z,+Z,. Since any automorphism 0 of Z, is just multiplication 
by a number coprime with m it follows that 8 and h commute. Therefore, h(A) is also 
an NSG in Z,. Hence, by Theorem 1.3, h(A) is either Z, or a single element of Z,. Hence 
A either belongs to a coset of Z,/Z, or intersects each such coset. Let pl, pz, . . . , pk be 
those prime divisors of m for which h(A) is a single element, namely A mod (pi) = ri. 
Then by the Chinese Remainder Theorem A is just the coset {x=rimod(pi)}. 0 
Note that an NSG is not necessary a coset, even in a cyclic group. This is shown in 
the following two examples. 
Example 1. Let G = ZPz, p is an odd prime, and let A be any coset but one element x. 
Then A + a = O,(A), where B,(A) = (1 + u/x) A. Thus, A is NSG. 
For instance, for p = 3 and A = { 1,4), we have 
{1,4}+1={2,5}=5{1,4), 
{1,4}+4={5,8}=8{1,4}. 
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If 2 is not a primitive root of p then the following example is different from the 
previous one. 
Example 2. Let G = Zp2, p is an odd prime, and let CJ be the multiplicative order of the 
element 2. Put Ui=2’p_p+l, i=O, l,..., (T- 1. Then, A = {Ui}~~ol is an NSG. Indeed, 
/t+CQ=(2kp+2)A. 
Note also that if A is an NSG in Z,, then the corresponding set of automorphisms 
O(A)={O: A+a=B(A), UEA} is an NSG in Z,*=Aut(Z,). 
Conjecture 1.5. If A, 1 A I= m, is an NSG in Z, and m 1 n, then A is a coset. 
Many generalizations are possible. For example, for a given subset A c G one can 
consider a near-stabilizer of A in G defined just as B = {g: A + g = O(A), gEG}. Then 
a set of all shifts corresponding to multipliers of a difference set in Z, is such 
a near-stabilizer. In this language A is an NSG, if and only if A c B. 
In some instances automorphisms in the definition of NSG are restricted as in the 
case of switchings mentioned above where only pairs of permutation matrices were 
relevant. 
Another task would be to describe NSG’s in Z,” where automorphisms are taken 
from a given cyclic subgroup of Aut(Zi). 
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